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Abstract
Light-weight embedded systems are now gaining more popularity
due to the recent technological advances in fabrication that have
resulted in more powerful tiny processors with greater
communication capabilities that pose various scientific challenges
for researchers. Perhaps the most significant challenge is the
energy consumption concern and reliability, mainly due to the
small size of batteries. In this tutorial, we portray a brief
description of low-power, light-weight embedded systems, depict
several power profiling studies previously conducted, and present
several research challenges that require low-power consumption
in embedded systems. For each challenge, we highlight how lowpower designs may enhance the overall performance of the
system. Finally, we present a several techniques that minimize the
power consumption in such systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.8.2 [Performance and Reliability]: Performance Analysis and
Design Aids; C.3 [Special-purpose and Application-based
Systems]: Real-time and embedded systems

General Terms
Design, Performance

Keywords
Light-weight embedded systems, sensor networks, power
optimization

1.

Introduction

Light-weight embedded systems, recently introduced due to the
advancement of fabrication of powerful tiny processors, have the
ability to revolutionize capture, processing and actuation in
several collaborative and networked systems. The new class of
tiny embedded systems has been widely utilized in several
domains from medical monitoring applications [1][2] to
collaborative object tracking systems [3]. Many systems similar to
the aforementioned applications require low-profile, mobile and
cost-effective devices. The physical size and the costeffectiveness immediately deduce several constraints in
processing power and communication bandwidth. In addition, it
enforces restriction on the size of batteries. These unique
limitations require rethinking and reinventing the design process
in particularly light-weight embedded systems. Predominantly,
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power issues become a major concern in the design phase due to
the unique properties of such systems. Optimization of power
consumption in light-weight embedded systems is no longer just
an objective function that is to be minimized. Power optimization
is a tight constraint that must be accommodated to deliver a
practical system.

2.

System definition

An embedded system is a special-purpose system in which a
computer is entirely encapsulated by the gadget it controls. Unlike
a general-purpose computer, an embedded system performs predefined tasks, usually with very specific requirements and
constraints [4]. Since the system is dedicated to a specific task,
designers can optimize it, reducing the size and cost of the
product. Light-weight embedded systems are often referred to lowprofile, small size, unobtrusive and portable processing elements
with limited power resources. Such systems typically
incorporate sensing, processing and communications and are often
manufactured to be simple and cost-effective. These low profile
systems usually have limited computational capabilities, memory
(storage), speed and I/O interfaces. Despite their low complexity,
computationally intensive tasks impede light-weight embedded
systems from being deployed in collaborative networks in large
quantities. While their sensing capabilities allow for a seamless
integration into the physical world, their processor architecture
designs yield notable advantages such as reconfigurability and
adaptability with various applications and environments.
Consumers, on the other hand, constantly demand thinner, smaller
and lighter systems with smaller batteries in which the battery
life is enhanced to meet their lifestyle. Improving the performance
of battery life, however, has been always a major scientific
challenge for researchers. Due to its criticality, the battery life
becomes an objective as opposed to being a constraint in
traditional systems. In order to optimize the power consumption in
such systems, researchers must understand the major sources of
power consumption. Therefore, we present a power profiling
study on light-weight embedded systems in the next section. In
section 4, we portray a number of challenges with respect to
power optimization in such systems. In sections 5 and 6, we
discuss two problems that we selected in regards to low-power
light-weight embedded system design in details. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.

3.

Power profiling

In this section, we present a few widely used embedded systems
deployed in several monitoring and mobile applications. Motes
from CrossBow [5] are among popular candidates due to their tiny
size and on-chip sensing. For applications where interaction with
users is desired, Pocket PCs have also been broadly deployed [6].
Pocket PCs, in addition to their portability, incorporate relatively
large displays, and communicate using commonly accepted

wireless communication protocols such as Bluetooth and 802.11
Wi-Fi. These communication capabilities facilitate real-time and
remote monitoring. Several power profiling studies have been
conducted on motes [7] [8]. Pocket PCs behave differently mainly
to due to their architecture dissimilarities with motes. Several
studies are conducted on power profiling of handheld devices [9]
[10] including Pocket PCs.

traditional networks mainly due to the large of number of
elements deployed, their power constraints, and their level of
mobility. Several techniques have been proposed and various
survey articles have been published in this area [27][28][29].

4.4

Low power security

Task scheduling on single or multiple processing elements is
considered as one of the most common methods to achieve lower
power consumption. In particular, in light-weight embedded
systems, scheduling saves power by shutting down devices when
they are not operating. Processing elements in embedded systems
usually serve different requests at different times. Ordering task
execution adjusts the lengths of idle periods and exploits the
opportunities for power management [11][12][13]. Several
approaches have been proposed for task scheduling on low-power
embedded systems that consider highly constrained energy source
and environmental sources [14][15][16][17].

Security protocols mostly involve complex computations and
extensive communications. This challenge becomes even more
critical in light-weight embedded systems mainly due to the
constraints in processing power as well as communication
bandwidth. In addition, the limitations in the battery size impede
conducting complex tasks that require massive communications.
Yet, due to the sensitivity of data communicated in many
applications as well as the deployment of such applications in
unattended and hostile environments, implementing quality, lightweight security protocols in embedded systems are imperative.
Implementation of traditional security protocols in light-weight
embedded systems, however, introduces several obstacles due to
the resource constrained nature of such systems. More precisely,
the constraints include the lack of large storage, the lack of
powerful computational elements, a low bandwidth
communication infrastructure, and limited power resources [30].
Therefore, various power-aware secure protocols have been
proposed. Secure routing schemes have been investigated in
[31][32][33] and [34]. Secure protocols also have been studied for
data aggregation [35][36][37][38][39][40] and group formation
[41][42][43].

4.2

4.5

4.

Challenges

In this chapter, we describe several challenges for low-power
embedded system design. For each challenge, we begin with a
general definition, followed by low-power solutions proposed for
traditional systems and then we depict new techniques suitable for
light-weight embedded systems suggested by researchers.

4.1

Scheduling for power management

Software power optimization

Software constitutes a major component of today's systems, and
its role is projected to continue to grow. In traditional processors,
instruction level analysis of a processor aids in developing power
consumption models of software execution in processors.
Software power evaluation also gives the designers the ability to
optimize their programs in terms of power. Common techniques
include code compression and coding [18][19][20]. Similar
approaches have been applied to embedded systems with tiny
processors. Light-weight embedded systems are highly
constrained in terms of the memory size available to them. Most
work on code compression thus far has focused mainly on the
memory optimization. However, code compression has a
significant effect on energy consumption. Since a compressed
code is smaller in size, fewer accesses to the main memory is
required resulting in less energy consumption. Meanwhile,
reductions in memory accesses result in the reduction of power
dissipation in the bus and interconnections [21][22]. This, in
particular, gains more importance in systems with small batteries.

4.3

Low power communication

Communication on buses within a chip as well inter-device
wireless communication has been always a major source for
power consumption. On-chip bus communication becomes even
more challenging in tiny-processors that does not feature advance
architecture. A considerable amount of energy is consumed in onchip interconnect and I/O buses. The main source of power
dissipation occurs when the voltage swings in communication
lines. Bus coding and encoding techniques can be used to reduce
power consumption along with increasing the performance in
terms of throughput and latency. These techniques reduce voltage
swings along interconnect lines which can result in large power
savings [23][24][25][26]. Wireless communication in light-weight
embedded systems dominates the total power consumption [7].
Wireless communication distinguishes these systems from other

Low power display

Classes of light-weight embedded systems in which interaction
with users is essential require displays. The backlight in displays
consumes a significant portion of available energy [44]. This
becomes even more crucial in light-weight embedded systems
where their available energy is highly constrained. Unfortunately,
this issue has received little attention from researchers. [45] and
[46] have proposed techniques for power reduction in displays.
Techniques for low-power graphical user interface (GUI) and
low-power human-computer interaction were suggested in [47]
and [48].

4.6

Low power data management

Power optimization in data management has not been a major
focus of researchers conventionally due to the availability of often
unlimited energy source in most computation nodes. Yet, limited
supply of energy, inadequate processing power, small memory
size, power hungry communication and a low bandwidth
communication infrastructure impose various challenges for data
management in systems which are closely linked with physical
environments. In addition, uncertainty in sensor readings due to
environmental interference and faults in inexpensive embedded
systems may result in the generation of inaccurate information.
Several tree-based [49][50][51] and multi-path-based [52][53]
query aggregation techniques have been proposed. In [54]
researchers have addressed a combined method for in-network
data processing. Overall, researchers have outlined several data
management metrics in low-power distributed embedded systems
which may enhance in-network data processing capabilities.

4.7

Fault tolerance and reliability

The most common approach to fault tolerance is the use of
redundancy in systems. Adding a new redundant component
creates a new source of power consumption in the system.
Therefore, in light-weight embedded systems, efficient fault

tolerant techniques must be applied since the luxury of having
redundant components can not be easily afforded. The other
barrier is low bandwidth and expensive communication. Fault
tolerance cannot be handled in a localized manner since it may not
be feasible to collect information from all nodes. Finally, one
major objective in manufacturing tiny embedded systems is the
fabrication cost. The manufacturers tend to keep the systems costeffective; therefore, the hardware may not be ultra reliable and
reliability concerns mostly must be handled by the applications
[55][56][57][58].

5.

Minimum skew utilization

Previous research efforts have shown that communication
dissipates significant amount of energy [7]. Consequently, design
choices and protocols that affect the communication traffic have a
great impact on system lifetime. For example, minimum-hop
routing algorithms reduce the number of transmissions required to
deliver a message at the destination and improve system energy
dissipation [59]. In this section, we propose a technique called
minimum skew utilization that aims at optimizing the power
consumption and enhancing the system lifetime. This is done by
evenly distributing node utilization and communication across the
network. In our formulation, we attempt to minimize the skew in
energy consumption (due to wireless communication) across
highly congested nodes. We will show that our formulation will
additionally yield a minimum skew distribution of energy
consumption across all the nodes. The skew is defined as follows:
There exists exponential number of paths connecting source to
destination nodes. For every path, we form the following
definition. There exists a node in every path that has the highest
energy consumption rate (ideally if each path would be isolated
from the rest of the network, the energy consumption rate due to
wireless communication must be identical throughout the path,
however, in reality, nodes may have incoming/outgoing edges
from/to the rest of the network. Therefore, the energy
consumption rate may not necessarily be uniformly distributed).
In every path Pi connecting a source to a destination node, we
identify the node with highest wireless communication traffic as
pimax. We define the skew of energy consumption as the difference
between pimax and pjmax of paths i and j. In the next subsection, we
will illustrate how our formulation minimizes the difference of
highest traffic across every two paths. Even though, the number of
paths is exponential, the upper bound on the number of links with
highest traffic is still m (where m is total number of links). The
definition of minimum skew is rephrased in Equation 1.
For every Pi and Pi connecting source(s) to destination(s)
(1)
Minimize | pimax - pjmax |

pimax

Pi

pjmax

Pj
Figure 1. Min-skew definition

5.1

Methodology

Given a graph Gs for a network and a specific traffic pattern, the
objective is to route the packets so that after the completion of
packet routing, the maximum traffic across all nodes is
minimized. This objective enhances the system lifetime. We
assume that there is a specific node t in Gs serves as a gateway,
base station, or destination node, and all packets have to be
delivered to node t. Each packet transmitted from a source node to
t can be viewed as a unit flow in the network Gs. More precisely,
xij units of flow represents xij packets transmitted from vi to vj. The
problem of packet routing is equivalent to finding a feasible
network flow in Gs. Intuitively, the objective of minimizing the
highest congested node is equivalent to minimizing the maximum
flow passing through nodes. In the remainder of this section, we
transform Gs to a new graph Gt in which, a formulation based on
min-cost flow generates the optimal solution. We proceed to
describe the transformation procedure, along with the
mathematical properties of our technique.
v1
Partition

v2

Split nodes

v3

vk+1

vk+2

Figure 2. Node partitioning
We construct the network Gt = (Vt,Et) from the graph Gs
according to the following rules. Each node in graph Gs is split
into k + 2 nodes where k is a tunable parameter that controls the
accuracy of the solution. We refer to the resulting set of nodes as a
partition. In each partition, two nodes serve as receiver and
transmitter (or input and output) and the rest of the nodes are
called splits. Figure 2 illustrates an example partition in which,
nodes v1 and vk+2 are the receiver and the transmitter of the
partition, respectively. Nodes v2 thru vk+1 are the split nodes. The
capacity of each node, vi, is represented by ui. In order to embed
this constraints into the problem, we assign the flow upper bound
of u'i = ui/k to each of the split nodes. The upper bounds guarantee
that a partition cannot pass more flow after relaying ui units of
flow, or equivalently, a node cannot exceed its capacity. The
receiver, transmitter, and split nodes are assigned a special
sequence of costs for passing the flow. The cost associated with
receiver and transmitter nodes of a partition is zero. The costs
associated with split nodes of a partition increase from left to right
(Figure 2). This directs the min-cost flow technique to utilize the
split nodes from left to right, when passing flow through a
partition.
The cost on each split node is enforced such that it would be
greater than the cumulative cost of the split nodes with smaller
indices over all partitions. Intuitively, our cost assignment
technique enforces the min-cost flow technique to utilize the split
nodes with smaller indices, before trying to utilize a particular

split node. This simple, yet effective idea exhibits the main
property of our technique by which, we minimize the traffic
across the highly congested links. For simplicity, we define cost
rank where cost rank Ri has the following property:

Ri > ∑ m. R j

(2)

j <i

The cost on all the other nodes from the original graph Gs is zero.
The loss in edges may also be accommodated easily. For the sake
of brevity, we remove the extensions for lossy edges.
We now prove that our cost assignment strategy implies that the
min-cost flow technique in Gt corresponds to a routing scheme in
Gs that minimizes the traffic across the most highly congested
link. Let xij represent the amount of flow on edge (i, j). Let yil
represent the amount of flow going through split node l in
partition i. Similarly, let cil denote the associated cost of unit flow
passing through split l of node i in Gt. The min-cost flow problem
for graph Gt with the given supply and demand vector, can be
written as:
Minimize

∑c

il
∀i∀l =1.. k

yil

(3)

The flow that passes through the receiver or transmitter nodes of a
partition represents the total flow passing through that partition, or
equivalently, it determines the traffic across the original link in
Gs. Therefore, the objective is to minimize the maximum amount
of flow passing through partitions.
The flow passing through any partition has to pass through its
split nodes, and subsequently, min-cost flow solutions utilize the
splits with lower costs before higher cost splits. We present three
theorems; however, the proofs are omitted for brevity.
Theorem 1: The objective function in Equation 3 minimizes the
maximum flow across the links of the graph Gs = (Vs,Es) with
maximum error ε where ε <
u'i = ui/k = 1/k.
The intuition behind our proposed technique is that the cost
assignment on the splits forces the network to route a flow from
the lth split of link ei, if it cannot be routed through any number of
other nodes whose (l-1)th splits is empty.
Theorem 2: The solution L, generated by our technique,
minimizes the difference of maximum flows across every two
disjoint paths connecting a source to a destination node (with
tolerance of ε = 1/k - minimal-skew). In other words, it minimized
the difference of traffic across the most highly congested links in
the two paths.
Theorem 3: The lexicographically sorted solution of minimalskew routing is unique.

5.2

Summary and open problems

We generated several benchmarks based on random geometric
graphs with relatively a large number of nodes to illustrate the
effectiveness of our technique. For simplicity, we assumed that
communication capacity across all links is uniform. One hundred
sensors are placed within areas of size 160×40, 160×60, 160×80,
200×40, 200×60, 200×80 and 200×100. In all networks, three
source nodes are placed on far left side of the square area while
the destination nodes/ gateways (three) are placed on the right side
of the square. This particularly assists us to place the

source/destination nodes not within the close proximity of each
other. The connectivity between nodes is determined by unitradius disk model. The reception rate on communication links is
chosen randomly between 80% and 100%. The locations of the
nodes are generated conforming to a random uniform distribution
over several size areas. For every particular area size, twenty
benchmarks are generated with three source and three destination
nodes. To compare our scheme against other routing algorithms,
we consider a shortest path routing algorithm based on minimum
cost flow (which is equivalent to the case where we have only one
split (k=1)).
Overall, the average maximum communication traffic is reduced
by a factor of 4 for k=4 compared to min-cost shortest path
approach (k=1). The average delay of our scheme (for k =4) is
about 20% greater than the min-cost shortest path. The average
delay is not vastly increased due to existence of multiple edge
disjoint paths between sources and destinations. The average
delay also increases slightly as the k (number of splits) is
increased. In general, highly connected networks provide a large
number of parallel paths between nodes, which is of our interest
and enhance the flexibility of data routing.
For the minimum skew utilization, a number of open problems
must be solved to allow truly deployment of the technique in
distributed and light-weight embedded systems. Firstly, the
distributed version of this technique must be explored. Secondly,
in highly dynamic networks where the quality of links may lively
change, a fast optimal or sub-optimal solution is desired. Finally,
the effect of several cost series on split nodes may be studied.

6.

Static Voltage Scheduling

In this section we address the problem of static voltage scheduling
in light-weight, low-power and high-performance systems. The
scheduling problem refers to the assignment of a supply voltage
level to each module in the architecture representing the system.
The objective is to minimize the energy consumption for a given
computation time or throughput constraints or both. Intuitively,
the voltage scheduling problem can be stated as a timing
management problem. In a given application with distinct
constituting blocks, the maximum tolerable power reduction of
individual blocks is desired, while the timing constraints of the
system is not violated. These blocks are often modeled as nodes in
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where edges represent the
dependency among modules.

6.1

Methodology

We present an optimal methodology for static voltage scheduling
for low-power and high-performance systems. The main property
of the methodology is the unified formulation with linear size
number of constraints in the optimization problem as opposed to
exponential number of constraints in previously proposed
techniques. Our formulation can be applied to dynamic voltage
scaling on single or multiple resources. Moreover, this problem
formulation results a convex optimization problem.
An interesting observation is proven indicating that in the optimal
voltage scheduling of a DAG, the delay between any node u and
the output t is independent of the choice of the path taken between
them and is unique. This property of the optimal solution leads us
into generating only linear number of constraints. We prove this
property in the following theorem.

average power saving where discrete voltage levels are available.
The results illustrate the efficiency of using the continuous
optimal voltage scheduling for discrete case and observed that
even limited number of voltage levels (less that 8) can provide us
with near optimal power reduction.
In future, the optimum voltage scheduling method may be
extended for dynamic voltage scheduling. Furthermore,
developing design rules that assist developers with voltage
scheduling at the design stage may be investigated. In addition,
the effect of voltage level shifters on performance and their
related optimization problems may be studied.

7.
Figure 3. Figure for theorem 4
Theorem 4: In the optimal voltage scheduling of a DAG, the
distance between any node v and the output t is independent of the
choice of the path taken between them and is unique.
Proof: Suppose the claim is not true, i.e. there exists a node v
where its distance to t through path P1 is less then P2 (see Figure
3). The intuition behind the proof is that, the larger delay assigned
to an edge yields in more power saving which is the objective of
the optimization problem. If P1 is shorter than P2, there exists an
edge (e*) in P1 that can be slowed down and still not violate the
timing constraint because P2 is on the critical path from v to t. One
immediate candidate for e* is the first edge in P1. Increasing the
delay of e* by dP2 − dP1 will not cause a timing violation and
therefore, reduces the total power dissipation.
The following observation is immediately inferred from the above
theorem: The delay of each path in the optimal solution from the
primary input node s to primary output node t is equal to T. Now
that the distance of every node to the destination is independent of
the path taken, let ti be a variable assigned to each node vi that
represents its distance to t. We call ti the distance variable of node
vi. In other words, ti is the delay of the system from node vi to the
output. Therefore, the delay of each node in the graph can be
bounded by linear number of constraints.
In the next step, we show that the feasible solution space is in fact
convex. With a convex objective and a convex feasible region,
there can be only one optimal solution, which is globally optimal.
All delay constraints are linear and can be viewed as planes,
bounding the solution space. It is trivial that non-finite planes
yield in a convex solution space. To show the convexity of the
objective function which we prove that each term is convex. It
can be easily shown that each term is proportional to the inverse
of the delay squared which is trivially convex. Since the sum of
convex functions is convex, the objective function is convex.
These voltages obtained from the optimal method might all have
different values and therefore result in large number of power
supplies with various voltage levels which may not be available.
Current technologies, allow the designer to utilize only a few
number of voltages. We propose to use the nearest neighbor
mapping technique and map the optimal voltage of each node to
its next available level. Experimental results show that this yields
a very good power saving while the timing constraint is violated
by a small fraction.

6.2

Summary and open problems

We evaluated the performance of our techniques on benchmarks
from TGFF[60]. An average of 43.96% power reduction was
gained for unbounded supply voltage assignment along with 40%

Conclusion

Power consumption and battery life is among the most critical
concerns in light-weight embedded systems. Improving the
performance of battery life, however, has been always a major
scientific challenge for researchers. In order to optimize the power
consumption of such systems, researchers must first understand
the major sources of power consumption. In this paper, we
presented power profiling studies conducted on several embedded
systems. We furthermore portrayed a number of challenges that
require low-power solutions and depicted three techniques that
enhances the power lifetime.
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